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Liverpool sowing seeds in patches 
The task for Roy Evans looked as big after the first victory under new 
management as it did following the draw and two defeats that preceded it.  
 
The big fault under Graeme Souness was inconsistency. Often they even failed to 
sustain an acceptable level of performance over 90 minutes. In that respect they 
were as bad as ever in a 1-0 Anfield win over Coventry that was both welcome 
and worrying at the same time.  
 
"Thank God" was the Evans reaction when asked how he felt when Coventry full-
back Steve Morgan smashed a 25-yard free-kick against the post in the last few 
seconds. There was relief, too, when Rob Jones cleared off the line from Julian 
Darby after 80 minutes.  
 
The closing stages were such a contrast to the opening - desperation in defence 
where there had been brilliance in attack.  
 
That brilliance produced a marvellous goal from Ian Rush after three minutes. The 
outstanding Jamie Redknapp pounced on the ball in his own half, carried it at 
speed into enemy territory before releasing Steve McManaman. The winger 
turned inside before passing wide to Rush.  
 
The master marksman rifled an inch-perfect shot with his right foot beyond the 
despairing dive of Steve Ogrizovic and in off the far post. More reason for 
Manchester City and Leeds United to look longingly at him. More reason, as an 
admiring Ogrizovic acknowledged, for Liverpool to keep him. 
 
There was much more to admire. McManaman saw his shot rebound off a post. 
Rush had a shot kicked off the line by Brian Borrows. Mark Walters forced 
Ogrizovic to a spectacular flying save. Jones and McManaman were both blocked 
by the giant goalkeeper when they should have scored.  
 
Coventry could have been hammered. Instead they stayed in sight and almost 
made it a happy return for Phil Neal on his first visit as a manager to the club 
where he collected medals as one of the biggest winners of all time.  
 
Why? "I think it's what we did not do basically," said Evans. "In the second half we 
didn't play. I've seen it happen so many times."  
 
That old familiar problem of inconsistency is one Neal can identify with, having 
seen his team demolish Manchester City 4-0 a week earlier and then go down by 
the same score at Newcastle before this defeat.  
 
Like Evans, he learned so much at the Anfield Academy, where teenage son 
Ashley is now a student as a central defender in the reserves. "I would love to use 
Liverpool as a role model for Coventry," he said.  
 
One huge difference is the level of support. The attendance for a fixture that 
would be well down Liverpool's list of attractions was 38,547, almost three times 
the average at Highfield Road.  
 
Neal expressed confidence in Evans: "He's got what it takes but he needs the 
support that Bob Paisley and Joe Fagan had among the staff. I hope he gets that. 
It's very important. I didn't realise until I left this place just what a very committed 
back-up team was here. I hope he has that quality, as well, within the club 
because he's going to need it."  
 
"He's going to see different aspects now that he's a manager from what he saw 
when he was standing just behind the scenes. He's got a task to bring Liverpool 
back to former glory. I do hope he achieves it. I think he will cope with it and I 
think the seeds of greatness can come through again."  
 
Seeds of doubt remain, however, after a mixed performance like this. 

 
 

 
Points and pointers for Evans 
A RECENT television programme on how to become a commando showed a 
lieutenant carrying an 'injured' colleague in a fireman's lift. Though his eyes were 
glazed and his legs buckling he heaved the burden from his shoulders with one 
last supreme effort, hurling his colleague to the ground.  
He looked to his instructor in triumph. But instead of praise he got the bollocking 
that only a front-line sergeant major can give. 'That's like St John's Ambulance 
getting you to the hospital and then kicking seven bells out of you in the car park,' 
screamed the instructor.  
One suspects that Liverpool met with a similar reception from their manager Roy 
Evans in the dressing room. Having 'won' the game in the first three minutes, they 
spent the last 45 inviting a mediocre Coventry City to take it from them. Morgan 
came within inches of doing so seconds before the end with a 20-yard free-kick 
that thumped against the post.  
Those who saw signs of a Liverpool revival in their first-half performance can only 
be blind optimists. 'Passing like the Liverpool of old,' said one commentator. 
Perhaps he was referring to their goal, when Redknapp won the ball in midfield 
and played it through to McManaman. He cut inside, dragging the Coventry 
defence with him, and slipped a pass to Rush who was unmarked on the right-
hand edge of the penalty box. The 32-year-old's precise shot evaded a diving 
Ogrizovic to go in off the far post.  
Sell Rush? Not unless Evans wants to go down the suicidal road that has seen 
Beardsley, Houghton, Ablett, Staunton, Burrows and Marsh leave before their 
sell-by dates.  
It was Evans's first home game - and first victory - since he became manager. He is 
an affable man and received an appreciative welcome from the Kop, but he was 
baffled and disappointed by Liverpool's penchant for fading as rapidly as a tropical 
twilight.  
'There are some games where you think it would be better not to have a half-
time, and this was one of them,' he said. Brilliant work by Ogrizovic and poor 
finishing by Liverpool, who miss their young striker Fowler, left them without the 
four-goal lead they might have had.  
Coventry, who according to their manager and former Liverpool hero Phil Neal 
had hoped for an explosive start, were surprised to start the second half only one 
goal down.  
Liverpool's goalkeeper James, making his first appearance in six months while 
Grobbelaar is hamstrung, was tested only by troubles of his own making, showing 
he is truly of the Grobbelaar mould.  
SCORER: Liverpool: Rush (2min).  
Liverpool: James; Jones, Wright, Ruddock, Dicks, McManaman, Redknapp, Whelan 
(Clough, 81), Walters, Rush, Barnes.  
Coventry City: Ogrizovic; Borrows, Atherton, Rennie, Morgan, Flynn (Pickering, 
74), Boland, Darby, Ndlovu, Williams, Quinn.  
Referee: D Elleray (Harrow). 
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Confident Liverpool show signs of revival under Evans 
Liverpool 1 Coventry 0  
LIVERPOOL 1  
(Rush 2)  
COVENTRY 0  
(4-4-2): James; Jones, Wright, Ruddock, Dicks; Redknapp, McManaman, Whelan, 
Barnes; Rush, Walters (Clough 81min).  
(4-4-2): Ogrizovic; Borrows, Atherton, Rennie, Morgan; Darby, Flynn (Pickering 
74min), Boland, Ndlovu; Williams, Quinn.  
1-0 A beautiful finish by Rush from McManaman's pass.  
Booked: Ruddock (35min); Ndlovu (36min).  
Weather: overcast. Ground: soft. Referee: D Elleray (Harrow).  
IT WAS a long way from a Liverpool classic but their performance was far superior 
to Coventry's than the scoreline indicates, and at least gave their new manager a 
winning home start. The victory also halted a run of three defeats and a draw 
under his stewardship, and there were signs in the way the ball was knocked 
about with precision and confidence that a revival may be on the way.  
Coventry were busy defensively and, to their credit, kept the score down and then 
retaliated when Jones had to kick a Darby shot off the line and Morgan hit the 
post with a free kick late in the game.  
Ogrizovic made some handsome saves, notably palming aside a Walters effort in 
the second half, making a good stop from Rush and flicking an attempt from 
McManaman on to the post, but Liverpool will be quite happy with a result, 
which, if nothing else, saves face.  
It is 28 years since Liverpool finished out of the top six so, having started this 
match in seventh place, they still have plenty to prove. In that phenomenal 
sequence they have been champions 11 times, runners-up eight, third twice, fifth 
three times and sixth for the past two years. Coventry, those masters of 
mediocrity, started life in the top flight in 1968 and, to emphasise the disparity in 
pedigree, have finished in the bottom six for 13 of those 26 seasons. Their highest 
was sixth in 1970 and an average finishing position of 15th in the League.  
Their powers of survival are as astonishing as Liverpool's record of success when 
the misfortunes of fat cats such as Manchester United, Tottenham, Burnley, 
Wolves and Leeds all champions since the war are taken into account. All were 
relegated, and Burnley came within a point of seeking re-election.  
No doubt the Midlands team will hang on again this season but Anfield, on the 
occasion of Roy Evans' first home match as manager, was even more daunting 
than usual. With only one win in 26 previous visits, they were a goal down in only 
three minutes after Redknapp won a tackle in midfield and fed McManaman. He 
moved threateningly towards goal but, instead of shooting, fed Rush on his right 
and the Welsh international compensated for losing his goal against West Ham in 
the Premier League committee room this week by striking a perfect shot across 
Ogrizovic.  
Jones, sent off in the earlier League meeting at Highfield Road, should have 
doubled the advantage when Rush and Walters combined to allow him to burst 
through, but with only the goalkeeper to beat he shot straight at him.  
The pitch was in lovely condition despite the privations of rain and snow, and 
ideally suited to Liverpool's passing and Barnes's sweet running on the left wing. 
The Tannoy was going through a fire drill and announcing: ``Attention, Operation 
Anfield exercise'' when Coventry were again under severe pressure, and it took a 
brave save from Ogrizovic to stop Redknapp finishing a one-two with Rush.  
The move started from a free kick, given when Redknapp, having beaten Darby 
with delightful skill, had his heels cynically tapped; no caution, nothing said, 
naturally. But Coventry were having enough trouble staying in touch against 
opponents who showed no sign of their recent poor form.  
In a rare Coventry attack, Morgan shot badly wide when well placed and Ruddock 
was booked, presumably for dissent. Coventry, the Premier League's Mr Clean 
club, then had Ndlovu cautioned for kicking the ball away, only their 10th yellow 
card, an illustration that referees are on top of the important aspects of the game.  
The half-time break did not appear to provide any chinks of hope for City, who 
were again under the cosh from attacks down their right. From one of the crosses, 
Ogrizovic stretched to stop a Rush shot and then the striker could not make 
strong enough contact with a header when sandwiched by two defenders.  
Historically, Coventry could have had little hope of overturning the scoreline since 
they have managed only 10 goals in 26 visits and never managed more than one 
on any single occasion. But if Liverpool's attacks were full of verve and pace, their 
defence, and Ruddock and Wright in particular, looked cumbersome. The new 
manager has work to do.  

 

 
Sniper Rush in a hurry to hit the mark 
Liverpool 1  
Rush 2  
Coventry City 0  
Att: 38,547  
ROY EVANS said the pride he felt at his first Anfield occasion as manager was 
indescribable, and that was before a classic Liverpool opening brought them a 
stylish second-minute goal.  
But this is football, so naturally Evans had to try harder than that. 'Hopefully, all 
the razzmatazz about me is over,' the new manager said. 'Now it's just about the 
team, and that suits me down to the ground.' A good goal by Ian Rush, yes? 'It 
was for me.' And a stroke of luck at the end when Coventry hit the post? 'Yes, 
thank God.' The tricky debut in the Anfield press room was a good-natured affair 
which took about four minutes and contained the odd laugh and joke. Evans is 
clearly intent on breaking some club traditions.  
There were signs here that the quiet, patient manager is capable of achieving a 
quiet, patient sort of transformation which would have been beyond his more 
abrasive predecessor, but the overriding impression is that the new man is simply 
enjoying either beginner's luck or, at least, some of the good fortune which 
always seemed to elude Souness. Between Rush's clinical strike at the beginning 
and Morgan's superbly-struck free-kick in the dying seconds which thudded 
against an upright with James helpless, there were few emergencies for the 
Liverpool bench to get excited about. Evans watched the game as impassively as 
he did when his main responsibility was knocking in a few shots for Grobbelaar to 
save before kick-off.  
Phil Neal had no complaints, other than that Coventry's plan to make an explosive 
start to the game had been hijacked by the home side. When Redknapp 
dispossessed Boland and surged towards the Coventry goal with McManaman 
and Rush in support, the young winger expertly drew the cover inside before 
releasing the Welshman on the edge of the penalty area, from where he showed 
exactly why Leeds and Manchester City are so keen to offer him terms by drilling 
the ball into the few spare inches between Ogrizovic's outstretched hand and the 
far post.  
Within minutes Jones was presented with a similar opportunity, only to shoot 
tamely at the goalkeeper, and throughout the first half Liverpool seemed capable 
of opening up Coventry at will with intricate passing moves. All was not well, 
however, for despite clear openings for McManaman and Rush, the goal which 
would have allowed Liverpool and Evans to relax refused to materialise. Instead, 
Coventry went close through Quinn and then Darby, and though James went 
through his first game of the season without being called upon to make a save, it 
was only because Jones came to his rescue with a clearance off the line.  
Quinn is in the Coventry side for his goal-scoring ability and when the burly striker 
is taking balls on his chest in the centre circle and regularly releasing Ndlovu and 
Williams behind your back four, you know you have problems. But Evans will be 
working on it. 

 


